
AEROSOLS & WIPES

MIST PALLET ADHESIVE NDS. O82

A mist-type economy pallet adhesive ideal for textile screen 
printers. The pressure-sensitive formula makes it repositionable 
without losing its tack for a number of screen passes before an 
additional application is necessary. It quickly strips without stain 
or residue. Will not transfer to fabric.

USES: Ideal for t-shirt fabrics. Bonds to cloth, paper, cardboard, 
acetate, foil, plastic film, cork, foam rubber and leather.

WEB ADHESIVE SPRAY NDS. 083

A web type economy pallet adhesive ideal for textile screen 
printers. The pressure-sensitive formula makes it repositionable 
without losing its strength. It sprays on easily and evenly for 
screenprint tacking. It will not transfer to forbric or allow shifting 
of the material during the screenprinting process making it ideal 
for heavier type fabrics.

USES: Ideal for sweatshirt fabrics. Bonds to cloth, paper, cardboard, 
acetate, foil, plastic film, cork, foam rubber and leather. 

SUPER FLASH SPRAY ADHESIVE NDS. 084

A textile screen printing pallet adhesive ideal for flash curing. This 
high-quality industrial grade spray adhesive has excellent heat 
resistance. It remains tacky even when exposed repeatedly to the 
high temperature required to cure plastisol inks. It will not transfer 
to fabric or allow the fabric to shift during the screenprinting 
process. Safe to use on any fabric.

NON-STOP 90 SOLVENT BASED
SCREEN OPENER NS. 90

A convenient and easy-to-use product designed to open dried-up 
areas on screens. Use at regular intervals to help prevent clogging 
and work delays.

USES: Simply spray a very thin application to the  
dried-in area or areas. Two or three squeegee passes 
will open the mesh completely.

ALL-PURPOSE WIPES NO. 983

A water-based hand and surface cleaner that cuts through tar, 
grease, wax, ink, paint, lubricants and adhesives. Agressive, citrus 
scented towels are industrial strength, yet gentle enough for your 
hands, as they are fortified with an emollient and natural oils.

USES: Use them for every job from loosening and dissolving tough 
grease, grime and oils from hands and surfaces to equipment and 
tools. Great for on the job hand cleaning when a water source is 
not available. Use on a variety of hard surfaces, such as bathroom 
partitions, phone booths, lamp posts, bus stops, gym lockers, etc. 
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